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Abstract: The performances of Lokall Model for an integration domain covering the
Romanian territory are evaluated through objective and subjective verification measures
over the period February-August 2005, corresponding to the first pre-operational model
runs at NMA Bucharest. A comparison between LM model results, the results of
operational model HRM and surface observations from 160 meteorological stations across
the Romanian territory is carried out for four parameters using statistical scores. Some
special weather situations (strong atmospheric instability, observed heavy precipitation) are
investigated using LM model and the results of a qualitative analysis is presented.
The results show an improvement in quality forecast for LM model, most evident for
summer months and the model ability to realistically simulate small-scale features in
experiments at fine resolution. Also, the experiments realized for cases of heavy
precipitations showed the model capability to simulate properly the spatial distribution of
precipitation field, even if the amounts are overestimated.

1. INTRODUCTION
Weather forecast is more and more based
on numerical simulations; therefore the
use of a numerical model for this purpose
requires a good knowledge of model
capabilities over the considered domain.
The evaluation of model performances
can be done through objective methods,
using the so-called score skills, which
will emphasize some characteristics of
model behavior, but there are aspects that
are not revealed or taken into account by
these methods. Additional information
can be obtained through subjective
analyses or assessments of model results,
especially by investigating special cases
where certain model features are accentuated. A combination of these methods
will facilitate the understanding of model
limits and its capacity to simulate realistically physical processes over the integration
domain and will suggest directions
for improving model performances.

Since March 2005, the nonhydrostatic limited–area model LM
(Lokall Model) (Doms et al., 2004, Doms
and Schattler, 2002), developed at DWD,
Germany, has been implemented on a
Linux Cluster and run in a pre-operational
regime at NMA. In order to use it in the
operational forecast activity, a thorough
analysis of model results is necessary, by
means of statistical scores and case
studies.
The results of LM model were
compared with the results from the
operational model HRM (High resolution
Regional Model) (Majewski, 2005) and
with surface observations for over period
February-August 2005, using statistical
verification measures, for four parameters:
sea-level pressure, 2m temperature, 10m
wind speed and precipitation cumulated
over 6-hour intervals. The data and methods
used are described in section 2. The
model behavior was also investigated for
some severe weather events, like heavy-
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precipitation cases and situations of
strong atmospheric instability. The results
of these verifications and analyses are
presented in section 3.
2. DATA AND METHODS
The two models used for this analysis,
LM and HRM, are both developed at
DWD, Germany, and they present some
similarities with regard to physical
parameterization,
having
common
parameterization schemes for the
radiative transfer based on the δ stream
radiation scheme introduced by Ritter and
Geleyn (1992) for short and long wave
fluxes with full cloud radiation feedback,
the mass-flux convection scheme
(Tiedtke, 1989) and the soil model.
However,
there
are
significant
differences, both in numeric and in the
physical representation packages. Some
of the most noticeable differences with
respect to physical parameterization refer
to the parameterization of surface layer
processes, vertical turbulent transport and
grid-scale clouds and precipitation. In LM
model, for the first two schemes an
approach based on prognostic TKE
equation is used, while in HRM,
similarity theory-based surface transfer
scheme (Louis, 1979) and level-2 scheme
(Mellor and Yamada, 1974) of vertical
diffusion in the atmosphere are employed.
For grid- scale clouds, LM uses a scheme
including ice clouds as prognostic
variable, which lead to a function
describing the fraction of cloudiness
which differs from that used in HRM,
where the clouds are formed only by
liquid water and vapors. Precipitation
formation is treated in HRM using a bulk
microphysics
parameterization
with
column equilibrium for the precipitating
phases. In LM this equilibrium approach
leads to the diagnostic version of

precipitation scheme and there is
available, too, a prognostic version which
includes tri-dimensional transport of
precipitation.
LM model is integrated at 14 km
horizontal resolution over the same
domain as that of HRM model, which
runs operationally at the horizontal
resolution of 28 km. For the initial and
lateral boundary conditions, both models
use data from global model GME, at the
horizontal resolution of 40 km and a
frequency of updating lateral boundary
conditions of 3 hours.
The statistical evaluation is carried
out using the results from LM and HRM
models and synoptic surface observations
from 160 meteorological stations across
the Romanian territory. The forecasted
values are extracted from the model’s
output in the grid point closest to the
station location. Four surface parameters
are considered for this analysis:
sea level pressure (SLP), 2m temperature
(T_2m), 10m wind speed (W_10m)
and precipitation cumulated over 6 hour
intervals, for 12 hour and 36 hour
anticipations.
For SLP, T_2m and W_10m, the
following verification measures are used:
mean error (BIAS) and root mean square
error (RMSE). These are monthly scores
calculated for every Romanian station.
Precipitation model forecasts were
analyzed using the following scores:
frequency bias (FB or BIAS), false alarm
ratio (FAR), probability of detection
(POD), percent correct (PC), true skill
score (TSS), threat score (critical success
index, (TS) (Stanski et al., 1989).
Frequency bias measures the ability of the
model to forecast events at the same
frequency as found in the sample,
disregarding forecast accuracy. False
Alarm Ratio is calculated as number of
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non-occurrence of an event against the
total forecasting number of that event,
therefore it is sensitive to false
predictions of the event, not to missed
events. Probability of Detection is a score
that measures the ability to forecast
accurately a certain category, so it is
sensitive to missed events, not to false
alarms and in an ideal situation it has the
value of one. Percent Correct is a measure
forecasting accuracy, calculated as the
ratio of correct forecasts against the total
number of forecasts, expressed in
percentages. TSS, (True Skill Score) can
be used to obtain better information on
forecasting accuracy TSS was developed
to address problems encountered with
yes/no forecasts and to include the
following desirable properties: to provide
a measure of association between the
forecasts and observations; to be easily
understandable, and be in the fixed range
-1 to +1; to use all the relevant
information contained in the observations
and forecasts; to permit estimation of the
probability that the observation/forecast
association is real; to permit estimation of
the variability of the verification measure.
The last score used for verifying
precipitation is Threat Score, which is a
measure of relative accuracy and has the
advantage of being sensitive to both false
alarms and missed events (Stanski et al.,
1989).
The categories for the current
analysis of precipitation forecast were
obtained using the measured threshold
value of 0.2 mm over 6 hour intervals: for
measured precipitation amounts lower
than this value, it is considered that no
precipitation occurred. Thus, there are 2
categories / classes used in statistical
evaluation of precipitation forecast
accuracy:
class 1 refers to event’s
non-occurrence and class 2 is related to

the occurrence of precipitation. Using
only these two classes, no reference to
forecasted and recorded precipitation
amounts is made. The present procedure
follows the operational verification
procedure used at NMA Bucharest.
For 10 m wind speed, errors were
computed only when the observed values
were at least 4 m/s. This condition meets
the standard used in the operational
verification of this parameter at NMA,
wherein winds at speeds below this
threshold are not subject to statistical
verification.
Apart from the statistical evaluation,
the model performances in some special
weather situations characterized by strong
winds
and/or
heavy
precipitation
observed in May – July 2005 were
investigated. Only some of the results are
presented below, namely for the
situations recorded on 7 May and 23 July
2005. For these cases, LM model
results from pre-operational runs and
the results of numerical experiments
at horizontal resolution of 2.8 km were
qualitatively compared with observations.
At
fine
resolution,
convection
is represented explicitly in the model,
while for 14 km resolution, Tiedke (1989)
mass-flux scheme was used to
parameterize this process. Due to
increased computational costs, the
fine-scale simulations were realized for
integration domains chosen so that
the phenomena of interest be in the
center of the domain and thus less
affected by the lateral boundary
conditions treatment. Initial and boundary
conditions
for
these
experiments
were obtained by interpolating the results
of LM model integrated at 14 km
horizontal resolution, with a frequency of
updating lateral boundary conditions of 1
hour.
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where, even if both models underestimate
this parameter, the HRM forecast has
smaller errors. The average amplitude of
LM errors is less than 2.5 0C, while for
HRM it is around (the value of) 3 0C. A
clear improvement of LM forecast is

3. RESULTS
a) Statistical Evaluation
Analyzing the monthly scores computed
for 2 m temperature (fig. 1), it can be
seen an improvement in forecast quality
in case of LM model, less for February

a)

b)
Fig. 1. Score skills for 2 m temperature for February - August 2005 (for all: a) mean error (0C);
b) root mean square error. (monthly scores calculated as means over all Romanian stations.)
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evident for the summer months, for both
anticipations.
In case of SLP (fig. 2), for most
months within the interval considered,
the forecasts of both models is
underestimated, but an improvement of
LM forecast can be seen.

The average amplitude of errors for
12 hour anticipation is around 1 mb for
both models, and for 36 hour anticipation
it is of 1.5 mb for LM and around 2mb
for HRM.
Looking at the skill scores for 10m
wind speed, shown in figure 3, it is

a)

b)
Fig. 2. Score skills for sea-level pressure for February - August 2005: a) mean error (mb); b) root
mean square error. (monthly scores calculated as mean over all Romanian stations.)
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evident that for the entire period
considered both models underestimate
this parameter, suggesting the possibility
of a systematic error in the models.
The same characteristic was also found in

From figure 3, it is also apparent
the enhancement of LM forecast for this
element, the difference between the two
models errors being of at least 1 m/s.
Again, towards the end of the interval

a)

b)
Fig. 3. Score skills for 10m wind speed for February - August 2005: a) mean error (m/s); b) root
mean square error. (monthly scores calculated as mean over all Romanian stations.)

a previous study (Velea et. al, 2005) and
it might be improved by tuning the
parameters in physical representations
(e.g. roughness length).

improvement in forecast quality is more
evident.
For precipitation, the procedure is
built only for event occurrence/non-
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occurrence classes and there is no
reference to the amount of precipitation
forecasted/produced.

The plots in figures 4 and 5 show
that in general, for both classes, LM has a
better forecast fulfillment percentage.

a)

b)

c)
Fig. 4. Score skills for precipitation over February-August 2005, 12-h anticipation: a) class 2: frequency
bias, FAR, POD, PC; b) class 1: frequency bias, FAR, POD, PC;
c) CSI (for class) and TSS.
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For class 2 (occurrence of
precipitation), HRM has higher POD and
FAR than LM over the first 5 months of
the year.
This shows that HRM overestimates
precipitation occurrence more than LM.
For July and August, LM has a
higher probability of detection than

HRM. In the most cases, PC and TSS
show an improvement in LM forecasts
but there are some exceptions for April
and March.
b) Case studies
LM was used in a number of numerical
simulations of special meteorological

a)

b)

Fig. 5. Score skills for precipitation over February-August 2005, 36-h anticipation: a) class 2:
frequency bias, FAR, POD, PC; b) class 1: frequency bias, FAR, POD, PC; c) CSI and TSS.
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situations observed in May - July 2005,
characterized by wind intensifications or
heavy precipitation, in order to evaluate

southern part of the country (Romanian
Plain).
The altitude structure (fig. 6 b)

a)

b)
Fig. 6. Synoptic situation for 7 May 2005, 12 UTC: a)Global model GME analysis for surface pressure;
b) Analysis for absolute topography at the 500 hPa level.

model’s ability to simulate them
realistically.
An example of model behavior in
case of severe atmospheric instability is
the situation occurred on 7 May 2005, in
the south of the country. For that time,
the cyclonic activity in the Romanian area
was intense (fig. 6 a) and the frontal
system associated with the atmospheric
low generated violent phenomena in the

favored cold air advection on the entire
tropospheric column. The polar air mass
increased its moisture over the
Mediterranean Sea, becoming thus highly
unstable.
Across
south
Romania,
important precipitation amounts were
observed as well as violent wind gusts
(visual observations which are not
meteorological observations) in Movilita
(Ialomita county), Buftea (Ilfov county)
and Ciobanu (Bacau county).
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grid point during the last hour of the
forecast.
Model performance for this case of

LM model was integrated at 2.8 km
horizontal resolution on a domain
centered on the area where these

a)

b)
Fig. 7. Simulated spatial distributions for 7 May 2005, 13 UTC: a) relative humidity (%) at the level
of 850 hPa; b) 2m temperature, units 0C.

phenomena occurred and a qualitative
analysis was performed using the
modeled relative humidity field at
850 hPa, 10 meter wind vector field and
maximum 10 meter wind speed over 1hour interval. This last parameter is
obtained by choosing the maximum value
of 10m wind speed computed for each

strong atmospheric instability is evident.
The
discontinuities
in
the
meteorological parameters distribution,
specific to frontal zones and to strong
convective activity, are well represented
in the model outputs, the affected area
and time intervals being in good
agreement with visual data.
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A strong gradient in the 850 hPa
relative humidity field (fig.7 a) appears in
the western part of the Baragan plain,
which can be associated with the presence
of a cold front. Low values of this
parameter correspond to downward
motions behind the front. Distribution of
2m temperature (fig.7 b) also indicates a
strong frontal activity.

well as sudden variations in
wind
direction and intensity. The model
indicates wind gusts at 24 m/s behind the
maximum convergence zone – which can
be associated with the frontal area – but
also wind rotations, suggesting a strong
convective activity (fig. 8 b). Taking into
account the relatively large anticipation
(13 h), it may be said that the simulation

a)

b)
Fig. 8. Simulated wind field for 7 May 2005, 13 UTC: a) wind vector field;
b) maximum 10m wind speed, over last hour. Units are m/s.

The simulated wind field at 10 m
shows the convergence zone in the centralsouthern part of Baragan (fig. 8 a), as

had a good accuracy.
Features of wind intensifications and
rotations, as in this case, are present only
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in experiments at high resolutions. Other
tests for similar weather events showed
that, in general, the instability associated
with atmospheric fronts is better
simulated by the model than cases of only
convective instability, which seems to be
underestimated.

a)

b)
Fig.9. Synoptic situation (analysis) for
23.06.2005: a)06 UTC; b) 24 UTC.

Model ability to forecast accurately
heavy precipitation events was studied for
five such cases observed in Moldova in
June-July 2005. The model was
integrated at two horizontal resolutions,
of 14 km and 2.8 km, using diagnostic
and prognostic versions of large-scale
precipitation parameterization scheme.
Integration domain for coarser resolutions
is that used in previous experiments as
well as in the operational and

pre-operational runs of HRM and LM,
respectively, while for finer resolutions it
covers the area of interest in the eastern
part of the country. The results were
qualitatively compared with observational
data.
The numerical experiments realized
for these cases show the model capability
to simulate well the spatial distribution of
precipitation field, even if the amounts
are overestimated. The most realistic
results are obtained for the combination
between 14 km resolution and the
prognostic version of large scale
parameterization scheme, this being also
part of the present configuration of the
pre-operational run.
As an example, the case of 23 June
2005 is presented here. The synoptic
situation for this date is characterized, in
the middle troposphere, by the
development, toward central and southern
part of the continent, of the trough
associated to the baric low over Russian
Plain which favored the penetration of a
cold air mass across the Romanian region
(fig.9). In the second part of the day and
overnight the axis of the trough was
located over Romania, the closed nucleus
accentuating the ascending motion in the
eastern and southeastern regions. In the
lower troposphere, the mass separation
was manifested through a cold
atmospheric front, which crossed
Romania from NW to SE. There were
quite important precipitation amounts in
most parts of the country, in some SubCarpathic areas hail was observed and
wind intensifications were registered in
the eastern part of the country.
The numerical simulations at 14 km
resolution (fig.10 a,b) are in a quite good
agreement with the observed precipitation
field (fig.11), the spatial distribution
pattern being well simulated, but the
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a)

c)

b)
d)
Fig. 10. Simulated total precipitation field for 23 June 2005 using different resolutions and versions of
the large-scale precipitation parameterization scheme: a) 14 km horizontal resolution, diagnostic
version; b) 14 km horizontal resolution, prognostic version; c) 2.8 km horizontal resolution, diagnostic
version; d) 2.8 km horizontal resolution, prognostic version. Units are mm.

precipitation amounts are overestimated.
In both experiments, the model shows a
false maximum in the SW of the country
(about 40 l/m2 in the model, no observed
precipitation). The eastern part of the
country is generally overestimated,
particularly in SE (Dobrogea region);
there is a significant overestimation in the
model (about 80-120l/m2), while in the
observed field, values are around 15-20
l/m2. In this region convection seems to
play an important role in the model,
leading to about 55 l/m2 in 24h (not
shown). In fact, the overestimation in all
regions seems to be determined by
convective processes, in the model.

Using the prognostic version, the areas
with significant precipitation are smaller,
being thus more realistic.
In both experiments at 2.8 km
resolution (fig.10 c,d), the maximum in
south-eastern part of the country has
values twice lower than at coarser
resolution, the localization of this
maximum being the same. Instead, a new
maximum appears in the Danube Delta
(about 80 l/m2) which is not present in
experiments at 14 km resolution. Using
the diagnostic version at 2.8 km, results
show more intense maxima, situated in
the same regions as in experiments with
prognostic version.
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Fig. 11. Map of observed precipitation, cumulated over 24h interval, for 23.06.2005.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The performances of non-hydrostatic
model LM are evaluated through
objective measures and case studies for
the period of pre-operational runs of the
model at NMA, Bucharest.
A
statistical
evaluation
was
performed for the period February –
August 2005 using results of LM
integrations, results of the operational
model HRM and surface observations
from 160 meteorological stations across
the Romanian territory. Four parameters
were considered for this analysis: sealevel pressure, 2m temperature, 10m wind
speed and precipitation cumulated over
6 hour intervals, for the 12 hour and
36 hour anticipations.
The monthly skill scores show an
improvement in forecast quality for LM,
most evident for summer months.
However, in interpreting these skill scores

one should take into account the errors
due to the method used for comparison –
the representativeness of the grid point,
possible observation errors, differences
between grid point altitude and station
altitude, etc.
Numerical simulations for situations
of significant atmospheric instability
realized for horizontal resolutions of
14 km and 2.8 km showed that the model
presents a good ability to simulate
realistically
small-scale
dynamical
features like wind intensifications and
rotations, these characteristics being
present only in fine-scale experiments.
The tests also showed that, in general, the
instability associated with atmospheric
fronts is better simulated by the model
than cases with only convective
instability,
which
seems
to
be
underestimated.
The experiments realized for cases of
heavy precipitation showed the model
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capability to simulate well the spatial
distribution of precipitation field, even if
the amounts are overestimated. The most
realistic results are obtained for the
combination between 14 km resolution
and the prognostic version of large scale
parameterization scheme, this being also
part of the present configuration of preoperational run.
The results indicate some research
directions for improving the quality of
LM model on the considered integration
domain, such as: the impact of initial and
lateral boundary conditions, the effects of
domain size, especially for 2.8 km
resolution, tuning of parameters used in
physical representations in order to
improve the quantitative forecast of
surface fields.
This analysis of LM model
performances suggests that, even some
optimizations are still necessary, the

improvement of forecasts provided by
this model and the ability to simulate
realistically severe weather events, even
at fine scale, as well as reduced
computational costs are important
advantages to consider for using LM in
operational forecasting
at NMA
Bucharest.
These results are preliminary and
further work will include evaluations of
other parameters (cloudiness, wind
direction, more precipitation classes),
extended evaluation period, and more
skill score types.
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